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Cable production is one of most dynamically developing industries. To provide reliable transmission path it is important
match between quality of manufactured products and regulatory documentation. There are a lot of points for quality
evaluation of the products, because it is provideв by different parameters. The quality of cable insulation (continuity and
external geometry) is one of the most important control-required parameters, especially for manufacture of cable for
information transmission. The insulation defects lead to noise distorting a useful signal during the process of transmitting.
According to the current regulatory documentation the insulation control is carried out in two categories ET-1 and ET-2 [1].
The EI-1-testing is stationary and implemented by immersing made hank into the water. Immersed cable is kept in water for a
determinated time at a high test voltage. For this method of control it is extended release cycle of the product and it need wide
additional areas of the cable manufactured company [2].  Another significant disadvantage of the water test is the fact that
this category of cable control is carried out in the final stage of the process, so the detected defects lead to expensive cost of
the enterprise.
In comparison with ET-1, ET- 2-testing has several advantages: small size, no need the aquatic environment during the tests.
The most important advantage is the fact that this control is in-process. These make possible to correct the technological
mode on time and prevent the emergence of mass marriage [2]. The disadvantages of this testing are low sensitivity in
comparison with stationary water tests.
Another type of in-process insulation control is control of the electrical capacitance of the cable area. This type of control is
carried out by linear capacitance measuring equipment while the controlled insulation is under water (water cooling bath).
The quality of insulation is possessed by deviation of the capacitance. This method have high sensitivity (except defects with
small dimensions, such as crack, cutting) but a significant disadvantages is necessity an water (as in the ET-1-testing), and a
higher cost of the device (in comparison with category EI-2 testers).
Considering the disadvantages of the existing control methods, it is offered the new method - cable capacity control in high
voltage insulation test.
Undoubted advantages of this method are:
1) an increase in sensitivity to defects due to the functional combination of the two control methods;
2) serviceability, no need for frequent system maintenance (in comparison with linear capacity measurement device).
3) low cost of the device due to the existence of the necessary assemblies (for the development of the device it is necessary to
change the software of the high-voltage test).
Thus, the proposed method combine the two in-process methods of control. It will make this device not only cost-effective
solution, but also will increase the efficiency of the control noticeably.
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